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Roof Rental Business Model
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Abstract: Qatar is an emerging renewable energy market in the MENA region and has a national vision to generate 2% of its electricity
from solar energy by 2020. A number of green businesses in Qatar are operating at different segments of the solar value chain. However,
deployment of residential and commercial solar PV still remains low. One reason for this is the lack of incentives for the public and
businesses to adopt solar energy technologies because of the high capital costs and high tariffs per kWh. This study proposes the use of
the roof rental business model by green businesses in Qatar as a method for increasing public support for solar in Qatar and generating
income. The current status of solar energy deployment in Qatar is reviewed and the major business players in the solar value chain are
presented. The roof rental business model is discussed in detail and recommendations are given on how to implement it. The study also
addresses the feed-in-tariff incentive as an essential pillar in the roof rental model. We conclude from this research that the roof rental
business model can create massive public support for solar energy in Qatar provided that the feed-in-tariff policy is implemented.
Key words: rooftop solar, roof-rental, feed in tariffs, PV, Qatar

1. Introduction
Qatar, although very rich in natural gas resources,
has significant potential for the use of renewables for
power generation and for meeting its energy demands.
The need to diversify energy sources is a priority for
any nation that wants to achieve energy security. Qatar
has already set a path for a transition to a
knowledge-based and has hence highlighted the need
to invest in clean energy resources. The national
development strategy of Qatar (QNDS 2011-2016)
stated that renewable energies (RE) present many
“opportunities for Qatar to enhance its future energy
mix, conserve gas and reduce carbon emissions, once
technologies become cost-efficient” [1]. The QNDS
has also emphasized that the greatest potential in RE is
in solar energy. The Emir of Qatar, Sheikh Tamim bin
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Hamad, has also announced during the Conference of
Parties (COP18) held in Doha in 2012 that by 2020, 2%
of Qatar’s electricity will be generated from solar
energy [2].
Achieving the vision of 2% electric generation from
solar energy by 2020 requires a number of tools. Local
support, government policies, and collaboration
between government, academia and business are key
pillars in accelerating the deployment of solar energy
technologies [3]. In the business sector, emerging
green businesses have a great role to play. At a global
scale, large scale deployment of solar energy has
always been powered by the private sector, aided by
strong political decisions. In the U.S, as an example,
the largest residential solar PV company is SolarCity
which nearly owns one third of the market share and
has an installed capacity of 650 MW. Successful solar
businesses have strong business models allowing them
to reach many customers, maximize revenue and
maintain high growth rates.
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In the case of Qatar, there are very few green
businesses focused on solar energy applications and
products. Most of these companies cover a small
section of the solar value chain. A number of barriers
face these businesses but among them is the poor
public support and awareness about the advantages and
opportunities that solar energy technologies offer. In
this research, we address this barrier by suggesting the
use of the roof rental business model which is a
win-win situation from the customer’s and business’s
perspectives. The first chapter introduces the potential
of solar energy in Qatar and current status. The second
chapter reviews major solar businesses in Qatar and
their focus in the value chain. The third chapter
discusses the roof rental model, its advantages and
requirements. Lastly, the research is concluded by
policy recommendations to support the roof-rental
business model.

2. Solar Energy in Qatar
Qatar has abundant solar energy resources as
investigated by a number of research works. Qatar
environment and energy research institute (QEERI),
Qatar meteorological department (QMD) and the
German aerospace center (DLR) all carried solar
resource assessment studies in Qatar. QMD has been
collecting ground horizontal irradiation (GHI)
measurements since 2007 through 12 automated
weather stations (AWS) installed throughout the
country. These AWSs measure GHI using Kipp and
Zonenpyranometers (a device that measures incident
solar radiation). Fig. 1 shows the location of the 12
AWSs and the characteristics of GHI in Qatar for the
period 2007-2012. This figure was provided by QMD
and extracted from a research paper by QEERI.
Fig. 1 shows that the northern and southern regions
have generally higher values of GHI (>2200
kWh/m2/year). The central eastern and western coasts
both seem to have similar GHI values (approx. 2111
kWh/m2/year). The 4-year average (2009-2012) for
GHI was found to be 2113 kWh/m2/year [5].

Fig. 1 GHI from ground measurements in Qatar in
2007-2012 [4].

In 2005, the DLR carried a solar resources
assessment for the Mediterranean region. This study
was commissioned by the German federal ministry for
environment, nature conservation and nuclear safety.
The purpose of this study was to assess the potential of
renewables in general (particularly solar energy) to
generate electricity for the Mediterranean region and
for export to other countries. This study only estimated
the direct normal irradiation (DNI) which is direct
radiation received from the Sun without being scattered
by the atmosphere or absorbed by clouds. Fig. 2 shows
the spatial distribution of DNI in Qatar as reported by
the DLR. In a paper written jointly by DLR, University
of Bahrain and the Trans-Mediterranean Renewable
Energy Corporation, the annual average daily DNI for
Qatar was estimated at 5.6 kWh/m2/day [6].
QEERI has highlighted that satellite solar maps of
Qatar indicate “decent” values of DNI but this needs
to be quantified in a better way [8]. QEERI is currently
working on acquiring ground measurements of
GHI,DNI and diffuse horizontal radiation (DHI) in
order to generate a high resolution map of the available
solar resources in Qatar [9]. All of the above studies
indicate a good potential for utilization of solar energy
for electricity generation in Qatar.
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Fig.. 3

Fig. 2

DNI in
i Qatar in kW
Wh/m2/year [7]].

3. Status of
o Solar En
nergy Deplooyment
The RE market
m
in the gulf
g cooperatiion council (G
GCC)
region is in the early stagges of develoopment hencee RE
capacity is very
v
modest and
a there is very
v
little datta to
analyze. In fact,
f
the total installed capaacity of RE inn the
power sectoor is merely 1%
1 [10]. 15%
% of the totall RE
capacity of the
t GCC is inn Qatar [10].
Regardingg the installedd solar PV cappacity, by thee end
of 2014 Qattar had 4 MW
W of solar PV
V[11]. 3.4 MW
W of
this capacityy is installed at
a Education City: the cam
mpus
for educatioon, science and
of Qatar Foundation
F
community development. Qatar Fouundation (QF
F) is
one of the major
m
investorrs in clean eneergy technoloogies
in Qatar in terms of prrojects and R&D.
R
The Qatar
Q
national connvention centeer (QNCC) which
w
is owned by
QF has the largest rooftopp solar PV arrray in Qatar with
w
a capacity of 667kW andd covering an area of 35.000 m2
[12, 13]. Thhis project was jointly devveloped by UAE
U
based compaany Envirom
mena and Greeen Gulf comppany
in Doha. Figg. 3 shows a photograph of the PV arrray.
This PV arraay installationn is also the first
f
one that was
given approval by thhe general utility
u
comppany
(kahramaa) to
t connect to the main grid. Green Gullf
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A 667 kW
W PV array at tthe rooftop of QNCC
Q
[12].

also
o installed a 26 kW PV
V array at the
t
Nationall
com
mmand centerr for Kharamaaa in 2014 [14].
A number off rooftop solaar PV projectts have beenn
plan
nned recentlly in Qatarr. Among them
t
is thee
Mu
usherib Downntown Doha project. Th
his project iss
und
der Musherib properties w
which is entireely owned byy
QF.. The planned rooftop PV
V array will feature
f
5,2000
2
pan
nels covering an area of 8,4400 m and is expected too
meeet 75% of the
t
annual eelectricity an
nd hot waterr
dem
mand of the planned resiidential comp
plex [15]. Inn
201
13, the first phase
p
of this project was implementedd
and
d 463.4 kWp of
o the PV arraay was installeed which willl
be connected
c
dirrectly to the ggrid of the com
mplex. Otherr
projjects also incclude the 2300 MW solar power plantt
ann
nounced by Kharamaa
K
andd the 10 MW Duhail solarr
PV park which is due complletion in 2016. As for thee
rooftop solar PV systems iin Qatar, apaart from thee
QN
NCC installattion, no othher installatio
on has beenn
repo
orted in the liiterature.

4. Solar
S
Busin
nesses in Qatar
As
A mentionedd in the abovve section, Qatar is still a
smaall market forr solar energyy and hence there
t
are few
w
com
mpanies operrating in thiss market. Most
M
of thesee
com
mpanies are working
w
in thee downstream
m segment off
the solar value chain. The sollar value chain
n is the chainn
of processes
p
and activities iin the solar industry thatt
creaate value starting
s
from
m raw maaterials untill
insttallation and maintenance. Value creatted along thee
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chain is in thhe form of products or seervices. The solar
s
value chain can
c be viewedd in a similar manner to thhe oil
and gas inndustry valuee chain. Figg. 4 shows the
processes allong solar value
v
chain. Processes inn the
beginning of
o the chain are called upstream
u
suchh as
extraction off raw materiaals like siliconn. Processes at
a the
lower end of the valuue chain succh as sales and
marketing arre called dow
wnstream.
From thhe literature,, three maajor commerrcial
companies were
w
identifieed in the Qaatari solar energy
market: QSttec, Al-Emadi solar and Green
G
Gulf. QStec
is a joint vennture betweenn QF (70%), SolarWorld
S
(229%)
and Qatar Development
D
Bank(1%).Q
QStec operatees in
the upstream
m section off the value chhain throughh the
manufacturing of polysilicion whiich is the base
b
material thaat is later trannsformed to solar wafers and
cells. Howeever, the coompany annoounced planss to
expand alonng the solar vaalue chain. All-Emadi solarr is a
private Qaatari compaany that opperates in the
downstream
m section of thhe value chainn. Al-Emadi solar
s
sells and disttributes solarr products andd also designss and
installs solaar PV system
ms for numerrous applicattions
such as teleecommunicatiions, street lighting,
l
buildding
integrated PV
P and off grid
g
power. Green Gulf is a
private com
mpany that focuses in the downstrream
segment of the
t value chaain by providding services like
project deveelopment and consultation. The major issue
i
with the Qattari solar enerrgy market is the small num
mber
of companiees which makkes assessing this market and
a

Fig. 4

Solarr PV value chaiin.

its potential diffficult. Furthhermore, therre is lack off
diveersification in the vaalue chain. Successfull
com
mpanies alwayys aim to be as vertically integrated ass
possible. Usuallyy the constraiints in finance and limitedd
capacity forces companies tto work on only
o
a smalll
segm
ment of thee value chaiin. In the United
U
Statess
resiidential solar PV market as an examp
ple, SolarCityy
and
d Vivnet solaar are the oonly verticallly integratedd
com
mpanies amoong hundredss of compan
nies. Verticall
inteegration beneefits solar coompanies in two
t
ways; itt
incrreases the proofit margin aand gives theem “visibilityy
into
o the strategiees of their com
mpetitors” [16].
Regarding
R
thee supporting policies and
d regulationss
for rooftop solaar in generall, the implem
mentation off
feed
d-in-tariffs (F
FiTs) is highhly recommen
nded and hass
beeen a major driving
d
forcee in many emerging
e
RE
E
marrkets such as the
t UAE. Thee Internationaal Renewablee
Eneergy Agency (IRENA) hass highlighted that FiTs aree
amo
ong the effective policy tools for deeployment off
smaall scale solarr energy systtems [10]. In
n Germany ass
an example,
e
the implementation of FiTs was
w the majorr
driv
ver for the groowth of the PV
V industry to a capacity off
35 GW by 20113 [17]. Mooreover, the Internationall
Eneergy Agency (IEA) has indicated in a survey off
support mechaniisms for solarr PV that FiTss are the mostt
wid
dely used inceentive methodd globally as shown
s
in Fig..
6.
Currently
C
FiTs are not implemented in Qatar
Q
nor anyy
GCC country. Thhis makes thee business case for privatee
solaar companies very weak inn the residenttial sector. Inn
Qattar, electriciity is highhly subsidizzed and iff
noin
ncentives aree provided, soolar electricity
y will always

Fig.. 5 Historicall market incen
ntives and enab
blers for solarr
PV [18].
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be expensivve. There is
i a need for a thoroough
investigationn to show thhe economic value createdd by
FiTs for bothh the utility and
a the client.

5. The Rooof Rental Business
B
Model
A businesss model (in thhe context off solar businessses)
can be definned as the ow
wnership struucture of a solar
s
project at thhe operation phase [19]. One of the most
m
widely used definitions for
fo solar businness models iss the
framework definition giiven by Reff. [20]. Table 1
shows the buuilding blocks that comprise the framew
work
of a business model. Thiss framework has been used by
a number off research pappers such as Refs.
R
[21, 22].
In the conntext of this paper,
p
we connsider a busiiness
model as thhe structure of the contrract betweenn the
developer annd the clientt (who maybe a resident or a
commercial entity). Thhe structure of the conttract
defines the service provided by the business andd the
role of all parties
p
involvved in the coontract. Business
models thatt solar comp
mpanies operaate with aree an
integral partt in the grow
wth of the loocal solar energy
industry. Thhe business model
m
should be
b attractive from
f
the customeer’s perspectiive and this is an imporrtant
method in inncreasing pubblic support for
f solar PV. The
model shoulld also be reliiable from thee business’
Table 1 Buillding blocks off a business moodel framework
k [20]
as cited in Reef. [22].
Business model
m
canvas buiilding
Descripption
blocks
The goods and serrvices offered and
a
Value propoositions
theirr distinguishing advantage
The most important activities in
Key activvities
executing the value proposition
The resources neccessary to creeate
Key resouurces
valuee for the custom
mer
Relaationships consiidered essentiall to
Partner nettwork
accomplishing the value
v
propositioon
The specific target markett(s)
Custom
mer
segmennts
intennded to be serveed
The
proposed
channels
of
Channeels
distribution
The type of relattionship the fiirm
Custom
mer
relationsship
wantts with its custoomers
Charracteristics off the cost and
a
Cost struccture
expeense structure
w make monney,
The way the firm will
Revenue sttreams
how it is paid, and pricing
p
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persspective in teerms of generrating revenuee. Innovationn
in solar
s
business models is oone of the keey pillars forr
incrreasing grow
wth of the local solar PV market,,
tran
nsforming the
t
electric power in
ndustry andd
oveercoming finaance barriers [19, 23, 24
4]. However,,
solaar business models caan only efffective oncee
supporting policcies are put in place, parrticularly thee
FiT
Ts for emerginng markets.
For
F this reseaarch, we aree interested in
n a businesss
mod
del that increeases public support for solar
s
PV andd
also
o has a strongg investment vvalue for solaar companies..
Hen
nce, we suggeest the roof reental model. In
I this model,,
the client (resideent or commeercial entity) agrees
a
to rentt
theiir roof for a designated
d
peeriod (20-25 years) to thee
solaar developer who will install a solar PV
P system onn
thatt roof. The installed ssolar PV arrray will bee
con
nnected to thee main grid annd all generatted electricityy
willl be sold to thhe utility in reeturn for a feeed-in-tariff too
the developer. The
T client bennefits through
h either profitt
sharring or rentall payments aand the develo
oper benefitss
from
m the FiTs. This model is described
d as a blockk
diag
gram in Fig. 6.
6
The
T roof renttal model hass a number of
o advantagess
thatt make it highhly suitable ffor emerging RE markets..
In th
his model, thee customer dooesn’t bear an
ny costs sincee
all the projectt expenses (installation
n, EPC andd
maiintenance) aree borne by the developer. Furthermore,
F
,
clieents receive monthly
m
paym
ments for sim
mply allowingg
theiir roof (whichh is usually nnot utilized) to
o be used forr
insttalling a solar PV system. The use of a RE sourcee
may
y also be utiliized by cliennts like large companies
c
too
prom
mote their concern
c
abouut sustainabiility and thee
env
vironment to the general ppublic. Corpo
orations mayy
also
o integrate thee solar roof reental scheme as part of

Fig.. 6

Structure of the roof ren
ntal business mode
m
[22].
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their corporate social responsibility (CSR) and hence
setting an example for others to follow.
From the developer’s point of view, the success of
this model relies entirely on the availability of FiTs and
support incentives by the government. The developer
also needs to get approval by the utility to supply
power to the grid through a long term power purchase
agreement (PPA). In addition, for this business contract
to be financially viable, the developer needs a large
roof area (1 MW requires around 7000 m2). Once these
conditions are met, this business model will be very
attractive for developers.
The risks associated with this model from the clients
perspective is the potential damage caused to the roof
due to the solar PV array. If such damage were to occur,
it is repaired by the developer. The developer on the
other hand may be worried about any potential changes
in the FiTs or RE incentives which would affect the
economics of the project. Moreover, in the case that the
building owner wishes to sell the building,
complications may occur for the new buyer and the
developer to keep the contract valid.
In the case of Qatar, this business model is possibly
the least risk model as compared to models like solar
lease and PPA which require more policy support and
market maturity. For the solar power market in Qatar to
gain momentum and compete at a global level, FiTs are
a necessity. This is particularly needed to encourage
the private sector. We argue that applying the roof

Fig. 8

rental model will increase public support for solar PV
in Qatar at the “grass-root level” and hence driving the
development of the solar energy industry [3].

6. Designing Feed-in-Tariffs for Qatar
Designing the FiTs for any country is a difficult task
and requires a thorough economic analysis and an
understanding of the RE market. The FiTs rely directly
on the RE goals that Qatar aims to achieve in a given
time frame. A number of FiTs models exist and have
been reviewed extensively in reference [25]. From the
literature and drawing from global experiences, most
emerging RE market countries use the fixed FiT model
shown in Fig. 8a [26]. In this model, the FiT is fixed for
the contract period (20-25 years) and sometimes
inflation adjustment is also included. Fig. 8b shows the
fixed-tariff model with inflation adjustment. We
propose that the fixed-tariff model (without inflation
adjustment) is the most suitable for Qatar as an
emerging solar energy market because of the following
reasons:

Fixing the FiT for a long period provides
investor certainty.

Fixed FiTs facilitate project financing by
providing a guaranteed revenue stream for the
developer and also attracting more capital for
solar PV projects [26].

Developers will be able to recover costs
quickly.

(a) Fixed FiT model w/o inflation adjustment. (b) Fixed FiT model with inflation adjustment [27].
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However, it must be noted that if the FiT set is too
high, developers will make too much profit quickly and
this may slow market innovation in the technology. On
the other hand, if the FiT is too low, there will be slow
deployment of solar energy. In the fixed-tariff model,
the FiT is decided based in the cost of solar
technologies and a profit for developer. Furthermore,
the design of the FiT policy must also include some
gradual reductions in the tariff to encourage innovation
in the PV market. As the Qatari solar PV market
evolves and matures, cost of equipment, panels and
installation are bound to drop hence reliance on
incentives reduces. Table 2 shows the comparison
between retail electricity price (in $/kWh) and FiTs for
solar PV electricity in some IEA member countries.
Table 2 Feed-in-tariffs for
countries [18].
Country
US UT HN EN
Lowest
FiT
.06 .22 .08 .07
($/kWh)
Highest
FiT
.56 .24 .10 .11
($/kWh)
Retail
electricit .23 .27 .08 .39
y price
($/kWh)

solar PV in IEA member

RA ER WI HA UR

K

.10 .13 .21 .21 .13 .11

.42 .22 .42 .23 .13 .25

.19 .38 .27 .12 .19 .23

7. Conclusions and Recommendations
This study reviewed the potential for solar PV in
Qatar and the current status of solar technologies
deployment. We found from the literature that Qatar
has tremendous potential for solar PV applications in
the residential and commercial sectors. The major
barrier in the Qatari RE market, however, is that only
few companies are operating in the solar value chain
and the market is very small. Public support for solar
PV is limited and few projects have been implemented
so far. In this study, we argue that developing the solar
PV market requires public support which can be
acquired by the adoption of innovative business models.
The roof rental model was proposed and explained.
The advantages of this model from the client’s and
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developer’s perspectives and its simplicity make it
ideal for an emerging RE market like Qatar.
This study recommends the following based on the
literature review:

Success of the roof-rental model requires
feed-in-tariffs for solar electricity. These tariffs
could be designed based on the cost of solar PV
technologies in Qatar and regularly revised.

The fixed feed-in-tariff model is the best model
for Qatar as it provides certainty for investors
and facilitates project financing.

More renewable energy policies need to be
formulated that specifically target the private
sector.

Corporations are encouraged to integrate
investment in rooftop solar systems as part of
their CSR strategies.

Locals and residents in Qatar should be
encouraged to rent their “un-used” roof spaces
for PV developers and informed about the
reliability of PV panels and their safe operation.
A techno-economic analysis should be carried to
evaluate the potential for power generation of rooftop
solar in Qatar. This analysis must quantify available
roof space and estimated annual kWh production.
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